
DESCRIPTION COACHING POINTS DIAGRAM

GAME 1

GAME 2

Scrimmage

AGE: 4 - 6 years
TOPIC: Combining passing, dribbling and chasing

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should try to kick their ball hard enough to make 
it to the other side but soft enough that it doesn’t go to 
the sharks.

SECOND COACHING POINT 
Players who are ghosts should be able to recognize 
where it is safe to dribble to - they don’t want to go 
towards a bing crowd - they should try to go to space


FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should try to kick around any opposition 
players so it will take them longer to get the ball back

SECOND COACHING POINT  
The captain should communicate to their players about 
where to kick the balls. 


FIRST COACHING POINT 
Try to keep the game flowing without breaking the play 
too often- have plenty of spare balls so that if it goes out 
you can toss a new one in. If you see a player being shy 
or hanging by the goal we can give them the ball and help 
them dribble up the field. 

Try to find instances to reiterate your coaching points - be 
quick and concise - feel free to hi-light the positives as 
well as negatives to show the players your pointers. Look 
out for:

1) Players not moving with the ball
2) Players not blocking the goal from the defender
3) Players kicking the ball away, instead if trapping and 

passing to a teammate

24x24 yard grid divided in half - assign players to either half and that will be their team - each half of the grid is that’s team’s pirate ship - 
assign each team a coach or parent who will be the captain. The captains job is to guide the players through the game. Place all the balls 
around the area (these are the cannon-balls. Play for two minutes - the objective is for each team to get rid of the all the cannonballs from 
their ship, they can kick them on to the opposition ship - the team with the least at the end of the time wins the game. You can play a couple 
times and assign a player to be the captain. 

Same set-up as above but this time you will add in a few extras - players must clear their ship of the cannonballs. Again, use a captain who 
will help their teammates.


 Add in, one-at-a-time:


Skeletons - choose a couple players who can dribble the balls to the other ship

Sharks - players who hang out outside the area and try to eat the players who leave the ship - they will also return balls to a player that kicks 
it too hard so that it goes off the ship

Ghosts - players who can freeze any other player for five seconds if they tag them


Game time - 30x20 yard field with a small goal at each end - no goalkeepers - try to balance teams to play 3v3 (you may have a team of four 
if you have a few newer players, or a team of two if you have stronger players). The goal is to have every player involved and kicking the ball 
regularly



